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Mini Pouncers - 16 Piece Set - $6.00

Double-Sided Pouncers - 3 pc Set - $4.59

POUNCER DESIGNS
Many face painters find round sponge pouncers, also known as daubers, to
be an indespensible part of their kits. These little tools are fabulous at creat-

ing perfect circles, wonderful spherical shading and multi-colored effects,
and make your quick designs look a lot more painstaking than they actually
are. Having the round sponge on a handle also comes in very handy if you
use stencils for your painting, as they help keep your fingers clean. Pouncers make beautiful and consistant beads for your painted jewelry designs!
Even if you only use one color at a time, pouncers are fabulous for creating
perfectly round circles in seconds, for simple designs such as basketballs,
planets, smiley faces, etc! The possibilities are endless when you think in
terms of circles. Think fish, turtle shells, insects, beads, eyeballs, teddy
Artist:

bears, puppies, flowers, peace signs, reptile scales... Check out page two

www.perfectlypaintedfaces.webs.com

for some instructions to get you started, and be sure to click on each image

Janna Goulay-Pond

to the left for a link to explore each artist’s website! Many thanks to Janna,
Ainslie & Kumi for allowing me to share their great pouncer designs!

Artist:

Ainslie Deverson

www.AinslieTheMakeupArtist.com.au

Artist:

Artist:

Gretchen Fleener

www.Paintertainment.com
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Kumi Priester

www.KumisMagicalBrush.com
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by Gretchen Fleener

1
Load the pouncer by
pressing and twisting
it in your orange, then
touching one edge in red
and the other yellow.

2

3

Positioning the yellow
edge where you want
the lighlight, press the
pouncer against the skin
and twist it to lay down
the paint.

Twisting the pouncer
creates a spherical effect, with the yellow as
a highlight and red as a
shadow.

4
Add your outlines and
you’re done! Try this
technique on baseballs,
smiley faces, planets,
and more!

Loading & Using a Pouncer with Split & Rainbow Cakes

Press down and swipe
across your rainbow or split
cakes to load every color.

Pouncer loaded with a rainbow cake

New Products

now available at Paintertainment.com...

Pouncer/Dauber Sets - 3pc $4.59 and 16 pc $6.00
Wolfe Rainbow & Neon Rainbow Cakes - $12.00 - $16.00
Wolfe Cheat Books Vol.3 Animals &4 Pretty Faces - $10.00
Mehron Practice Heads - $36.00
Loew-Cornell Brush Wells - $5.49 - $12.99

Clearance Sale

on All Clown Supplies!

Pressing down and just
barely wiggling in the
direction of the paint slices
lays down stripes

June Special Offer!

Stock up on supplies for your summer gigs in June and receive

10%

off!

Your next order of $20.00 or more!

We will no longer be carrying clowning or balloon sculpture supplies, so get them at clearance prices before they’re gone!
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Pressing down and twisting the dauber creates a
blended spherical effect.

Enter code SUMMER12 at checkout. Shopping cart must total $20 or more before shipping and
taxes. One coupon code redemption per customer. Coupon good for merchandies online only, not
face painting services. Offer expires 06/30/12.
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